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Abstract: Single-molecule fluorescence microscopy enables biological investigations 

inside living cells to achieve millisecond- and nanometer-scale resolution. Although  

single-molecule-based methods are becoming increasingly accessible to non-experts, 

optimizing new single-molecule experiments can be challenging, in particular when  

super-resolution imaging and tracking are applied to live cells. In this review, we 

summarize common obstacles to live-cell single-molecule microscopy and describe the 

methods we have developed and applied to overcome these challenges in live bacteria.  

We examine the choice of fluorophore and labeling scheme, approaches to achieving 

single-molecule levels of fluorescence, considerations for maintaining cell viability, and 

strategies for detecting single-molecule signals in the presence of noise and sample drift. 

We also discuss methods for analyzing single-molecule trajectories and the challenges 

presented by the finite size of a bacterial cell and the curvature of the bacterial membrane. 

Keywords: single-molecule microscopy; super-resolution imaging; single-particle 

tracking; fluorescence; microbiology; live-cell imaging 
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1. Introduction 

Single-molecule fluorescence microscopy enables the investigation of biological questions in living 

cells at millisecond- and nanometer-scale resolution. Myriad existing reviews of single-molecule 

microscopy (see for example references [1–4]) cover a variety of methods and applications for 

specialists in the field. However, as single-molecule super-resolution imaging and tracking become 

more accessible to non-experts, the experimental considerations are of great importance to a larger 

number of scientists. In particular, though a single-molecule approach is a relatively straightforward 

way to implement super-resolution imaging using a conventional microscope, optimizing new  

single-molecule experiments can be challenging. In this review, we summarize common obstacles to 

live-cell single-molecule microscopy and describe methods we have developed and used to overcome 

these challenges in live bacteria. We examine the choice of fluorescent molecule (fluorophore) and 

labeling scheme, approaches to achieving single-molecule levels of fluorescence, considerations for 

maintaining cell viability, and strategies for detecting single-molecule signals in the presence of noise 

and sample drift. We also discuss methods for analyzing single-molecule movement and the specific 

challenges encountered when investigating bacteria cells, which are small in size and have highly 

curved membranes. These considerations are discussed in the context of our recent work on discerning 

the mechanism of membrane-bound transcription regulation in the control of virulence in the human 

pathogen Vibrio cholerae, as well as in terms of studies of other systems from the literature, in order to 

illustrate the obstacles encountered when designing single-molecule microscopy experiments in live 

bacteria. This review is directed to students, non-specialists, and others who may have more interest 

than expertise in designing a single-molecule microscopy experiment. 

1.1. Conventional Limits: The Diffraction Limit of Light 

Light microscopy is non-invasive, minimally perturbative, and non-toxic to live samples at low 

irradiation intensities. However, because the diffraction of light limits the resolution of a microscope [5], 

no matter how powerful the magnification of the objective lens, even an infinitesimally small point 

source will produce an image of finite size, called the point-spread function (PSF) of the microscope. 

Two points placed very close together will have overlapping PSFs. The minimum separation distance 

at which the points can be resolved is the Abbe limit, which depends on the wavelength of the emitted 

light (390–700 nm for light in the visible spectrum) and the numerical aperture (NA) of the microscope 

objective [5]. For example, the smallest yellow (λ = 560–580 nm) feature resolvable through an 

objective with a large NA (e.g., 1.4) is more than 200 nm in size. Objects closer than this limit are 

blurred together by the diffraction limit of light and are therefore unresolvable. Even large proteins are 

much smaller than this 200-nm limit, precluding direct observations of protein conformations and 

interactions by conventional optical microscopy (Figure 1a). Greater precision can be achieved by 

using smaller wavelengths; for example, an electron microscope can reach sub-nanometer resolution 

(Figure 1b [6]), but such methods are not compatible with live biological samples, so dynamic 

information is lost. Other methods, such as Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET, Figure 1b [7]), 

can report on the nanoscale proximity of two fluorescent molecules, but single-molecule FRET has 

found limited applications in live bacteria to date. 
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Figure 1. Relevant size scales in subcellular imaging of bacteria. (a) Comparison of the 

size of a V. cholerae bacterial cell and the diffraction limit of light. A small fluorescent 

protein appears blurred to the diffraction limit (~200 nm, gray circle). Single-molecule 

imaging localizes the fluorophore with greater precision (~30 nm, black circle);  

(b) Resolvable size scales (log scale) using several common microscopy techniques;  

(c) Approximate diameters of an organic fluorophore, a fluorescent protein (GFP [8]), a 

coated quantum dot (QD; [9]), an immunoglobulin (IgG) antibody [10], and a 40-nm gold 

nanoparticle (NP). 

 

1.2. Super-Resolution Microscopy 

Super-resolution techniques have been developed to overcome the diffraction limit of light. In 

single-molecule fluorescence imaging, target molecules are labeled with fluorescent tags and observed 

one at a time in space or time, and the observed fluorescence intensity profiles are fit with a model 

function to localize each molecule with much greater precision than traditional light microscopy can 

achieve [11]. Super-resolution imaging is achieved when the positions of a distribution of molecules 

are built up over time. Common variations of this technique include Photoactivated Localization 

Microscopy (PALM; [12]), Fluorescence Photoactivation Localization Microscopy (FPALM; [13]), 

and Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy (STORM; [14]). The image acquisition time here is 

generally on the scale of minutes, though recent developments have enabled second-scale super-resolution 

imaging [15]. Furthermore, single-molecule tracking permits super-resolution information about 

molecular motions to be attained. This method was introduced as Fluorescence Imaging with  

One-Nanometer Accuracy (FIONA; [16]), though many variations on super-resolution tracking 

techniques exist. 

In addition to providing high-precision position information, single-molecule imaging and tracking 

have been combined with three-dimensional imaging and multicolor or multi-emitter detection (Table 1). 
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Combining multiple imaging modalities enables super-resolution microscopy to access increasingly 

complex systems. Regardless of the configuration, each of these single-molecule microscopy 

experiments must be optimized for the specific goals of the investigation; this includes a careful choice 

of the fluorophore, the labeling scheme, and the imaging parameters. Other super-resolution 

microscopy methods (Table 1), such as Stimulated Emission Depletion (STED; [17]) and Structured 

Illumination Microscopy (SIM; [18]) employ patterned excitation rather than localized single-molecule 

emission, and are reviewed elsewhere [2,19]. 

Table 1. Top: Single-molecule fluorescence-based super-resolution imaging and tracking 

techniques in order of publication. Bottom: Other optical microscopy methods that have 

been used in live cells and that are discussed in the text. 

Method Full Name Reference 

FIONA Fluorescence Imaging with One-Nanometer Accuracy [16] 
SHRImP Single-molecule High-Resolution Imaging with Photobleaching [20] 
NALMS Nanometer-Localized Single-Molecule Fluorescence Microscopy [21] 
SHREC Single-molecule High-Resolution Colocalization [22] 

ICA Superresolution by Localization of Quantum Dots Using Blinking Statistics [23] 
PALM Photoactivated Localization Microscopy [12] 

STORM Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy [14] 
FPALM Fluorescence Photoactivation Localization Microscopy [13] 
PAINT Point Accumulation for Imaging in Nanoscale Topography [24] 

PALMIRA PALM with Independently Running Acquisition [25] 
dSTORM Direct STORM [26] 
uPAINT Universal PAINT [27] 
CALM Complementation Activated Localization Microscopy [28] 
BALM Binding-Activated Localization Microscopy [29] 

SPRAIPAINT Superresolution by Power-Dependent Active Intermittency PAINT [30] 
BaLM Bleaching/blinking assisted Localization Microscopy [31] 

SMACM Single-Molecule Active-Control Microscopy [32] 
TALM Tracking and Localization Microscopy [33] 
FRET Förster Resonance Energy Transfer [7] 
FCS Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy [34] 

FRAP Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching [35] 
STED Stimulated Emission Depletion [17] 

(S)SIM Saturated Structured-Illumination Microscopy [18] 

1.3. Bacteria Beyond the Diffraction Limit 

Imaging molecules inside bacteria presents additional challenges for super-resolution imaging. 

First, bacteria are small (generally 1–10 µm long [36]). A 2-µm Vibrio cholerae bacterium, for 

example, is only 10 times as long as the diffraction limit [37], making sub-cellular resolution a 

challenge (Figure 1a). Second, bacteria lack most of the organelles of eukaryotes, so cellular functions, 

from metabolism to transcription, are carried out in the cytoplasm [36]. Soluble cytoplasmic proteins 

diffuse very rapidly in three dimensions (e.g., in the Escherichia coli cytoplasm, enhanced yellow 

fluorescent protein (EYFP) has a diffusion coefficient of ~7 µm2/s [38]), which makes these molecules 
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difficult to track, even with single-molecule tracking. Third, the bacterial membrane surface is highly 

curved, such that even slow-moving membrane-associated diffusion appears distorted when captured 

on a two-dimensional detector [4,39]. 

Early bacterial microscopy studies focused on cell morphology [40,41], and staining methods, such 

as the Gram test, informed investigations into bacterial membrane structure [42]. Bulk fluorescence 

methods, such as Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS; [34]) and Fluorescence Recovery  

After Photobleaching (FRAP; [35]) provide views of the average subcellular motions, but a truly 

molecular-scale picture of live, dynamic cells has only emerged in the 21st century [16,43]. Even now, 

with single-molecule resolution imaging available, most live-cell studies of bacteria explore model 

systems (e.g., E. coli, Caulobacter crescentus [1,3,44,45]). 

1.4. Case Study: Membrane-bound Transcription Regulation in the Human Pathogen V. cholerae 

Expression of cholera toxin (CTX) by the human pathogen V. cholerae is controlled by an unusual 

set of membrane-localized transcription activators, the regulatory output of which is collectively 

termed the ToxR regulon (Figure 2). We have used single-molecule fluorescence imaging to 

investigate the diffusion of the membrane-bound transcription activator protein TcpP in live  

V. cholerae cells [46], and this work illustrates the obstacles encountered when designing  

single-molecule microscopy experiments in live bacteria to push beyond the traditional diffraction limit. 

Figure 2. Role of the ToxR regulon in controlling cholera toxin (CTX) expression. The 

inner-membrane proteins TcpP and ToxR bind DNA at the toxT promoter, and activate 

transcription of toxT. ToxS and TcpH contribute to the function or stability of ToxR and TcpP, 

respectively. ToxT activates ctxAB and tcpA–F transcription. Figure modified from 

reference [47]. 
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The direct virulence gene regulator of V. cholerae pathogenicity is ToxT, which activates 

expression of genes encoding cholera toxin (ctxAB) and toxin-coregulated pilus (tcpA-F) [47]. 

Activation of toxT gene expression is itself controlled by the action of two membrane-localized 

transcription activators, ToxR and TcpP. Prior to the discovery in V. cholerae of ToxR, a membrane 

protein capable of binding and activating transcription, it was widely assumed that transcription factors 

localize to the cytoplasm, where DNA and other components of the transcription apparatus, such as 

RNA polymerase, reside. Thus V. cholerae has been an important subject of biological research both 

because of its pathogenicity and because it is a model for DNA binding and gene regulation controlled 

by the membrane proteins ToxR and TcpP [48,49]. Indeed, membrane-localized transcription is not 

unique to V. cholerae: subsequently, several other prokaryotic organisms have been discovered to 

employ this mechanism (Table 2). 

Table 2. Membrane-localized transcription activators have been identified in several 

different bacterial species, as enumerated below. Membrane-localized transcription has 

also been observed in the archaea Sulfolobus acidocaldarius. 

Species Proteins References 

Vibrio cholerae ToxR [48] 
 TcpP [49] 
 CadC [50] 
 TfoS [51] 
Vibrio fischeri LuxR [52] 
 ToxR [53] 
Vibrio parahaemolyticus ToxR [54] 
Escherichia coli CadC [55] 
Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron SusR [56] 
Yersinia pseudotuberculosis PsaE [57] 
Photobacterium spp. ToxR [58] 
Salmonella typhimurium MarT [59] 
Sulfolobus acidocaldarius ArnR [60] 

To study these activators with single-molecule resolution, TcpP was labeled at the periplasmic  

C-terminus with a fluorescent protein, such that its diffusion could be tracked without disrupting  

DNA-binding at the cytoplasmic N-terminus [49]. Bacterial cultures of O395 ΔtcpP TcpP-PAmCherry 

V. cholerae [46] were grown in LB rich medium with kanamycin (50 µg/mL) at 37 °C with 180 rpm 

shaking. Cultures were transferred to M9 minimal medium with 0.4% glycerol and 25 mM amino  

acid supplement (asparagine, arginine, glutamic acid, and serine) and grown to turbidity at 30 °C  

with 180 rpm shaking. To induce TcpP-FP expression, the cultures were incubated in 0.1% arabinose 

for an additional 3–4 h. 

2. Fluorescent Labels 

Single-molecule imaging overcomes the challenge posed by the diffraction limit of light by 

precisely determining the position of each isolated fluorescent emitter. The precision with which each 

molecule can be localized depends on the square root of the number of emitted photons detected [11]; 
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the more photons collected, the better the localization precision. Intracellular investigations are not 

limited to intrinsically fluorescent molecules: most fluorescence imaging studies require that the target 

of interest be identified by a fluorescent label. To ensure high-resolution images, the choice of 

fluorophore is thus very important. Furthermore, background signals from cellular autofluorescence, 

diffuse fluorescence from very fast-moving molecules, excess or unwanted fluorophores incorporated 

into the cell, and camera noise can all worsen the localization precision. In vitro single-molecule 

experiments achieve high signal-to-noise ratios based on imaging bright, stationary fluorophores in 

controlled environments, but in live-cell experiments, fluorophores may be dim, background 

fluorescence can be high, and the molecules of interest generally move during observation [11,61–63]. 

Fluorophore bleaching and blinking can also reduce detectability. 

2.1. General Considerations 

When choosing the appropriate fluorophore and labeling scheme for a particular live-cell imaging 

experiment, both the fluorescent properties of the tag and the effect of the label on the organism must 

be considered. Ideally, the fluorophore used should report the position of its target very precisely 

without perturbing the system in any way. If the linker between the fluorophore and its target is too 

long, as can be the case, for instance, for antibody labeling, which inserts a 20-nm space between the 

target and the label [64], mislocalizations (aberrant localizations) may occur: the fluorophore may be 

localized with high precision, but because the probe is several nanometers from the point of interest, 

the uncertainty in the target position is much greater than the fluorophore localization precision 

suggests (Figure 3). Additionally, because the diffusion coefficient is inversely related to particle  

size [65], large tags may hinder the diffusion of small, mobile molecules in cells. 

Figure 3. Localization problems arising from dim fluorophores or long linkers. A bright 

fluorophore that is near the target of interest provides the most precise localization (dashed 

circle: small confidence interval). Dimmer fluorophores are localized less well (dashed 

circle: large confidence interval). A precisely localized fluorophore that is far from the 

feature it is intended to label will not report the actual position accurately. 
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In addition to local effects, it is important to determine that labeling the target molecule does not 

interfere with the normal functions of the protein, or with larger-scale cellular functions. Whenever 

possible, labeled cells should grow at rates similar to unlabeled cells and exhibit wild type phenotypes. 

Measurement of protein activity is crucial. For example, in our studies of V. cholerae expressing  

TcpP-PAmCherry as the sole TcpP source, we identified TcpP-PAmCherry induction conditions that 

led to wild-type expression levels of the toxin coregulated pilus protein TcpA, whose expression is 

regulated by TcpP (Figure 2). However, the PAmCherry fusion did behave slightly differently than 

wild type TcpP in some respects. Notably, while the TcpH protein is required to protect wild-type 

TcpP from degradation (Figure 2; [66]), TcpP-PAmCherry stability is less dependent on TcpH [46]. 

Here, the fluorescent protein tag in the periplasm may mimic the stabilizing role of TcpH. Other 

examples of careful consideration of biological activity after introducing labels were performed by  

Xie et al., who found that E. coli T7 RNAP labeled with the yellow fluorescent protein Venus at the  

N-terminus maintains its polymerase activity; that the protein Tsr maintains the ability to enter to 

membrane when labeled at its C-terminus [1,67]; and that labeling the E. coli lac repressor does not 

impede LacI DNA-binding activity, but that the tagged repressor forms LacI dimers, rather than the 

LacI tetramers present in wild type [68]. 

Due to the requirements of small size, labeling specificity and maintaining cellular function, the 

most commonly used fluorophores in live-cell single-molecule localization microscopy experiments 

are fluorescent proteins. Small-molecule dyes attached using enzymatic labeling schemes or antibody 

labeling, and other labels, such as unnatural amino acids and quantum dots, have also been used [1–4,69]. 

2.2. Fluorescent Proteins 

A wide variety of fluorescent proteins (FPs) has been engineered, with adaptations and 

characteristics to suit diverse applications. FPs can be pH-stable or pH-sensitive, and fast- or  

slow-maturing [70,71]. Some FPs have been engineered in split forms that fluoresce when the  

two halves are combined, in order to signal interactions between two proteins upon label 

complementation [28,71,72]. FPs may exist in monomeric, dimeric or tetrameric forms. The  

canonical green fluorescent protein (GFP), isolated from jellyfish (Aequorea victoria), is naturally a 

monomer [8,71], but many other FPs have a tendency to oligomerize [73,74], notably the red 

fluorophores derived from DsRed, which was isolated from coral (Discosoma spp.) [75]. Particularly 

at high local concentrations, such oligomerization may cause FP-tagged molecules to cluster 

artificially, giving rise to mislocalization artifacts [74,76]. Fortunately, several red FPs, such as 

mCherry, have been developed with improved monomeric character [73]. Additionally, if the FP 

concentration is very low, even proteins that tend to dimerize will have a low probability of finding a 

partner with which to pair. 

In super-resolution imaging, the photophysical properties of FPs are of primary importance. FPs 

come in many colors, from blue to far-red. These labels can also be paired for Förster Resonance 

Energy Transfer (FRET) experiments [7], though the low FRET efficiency of FP pairs limits their 

utility for single-molecule FRET [77]. FPs can also be photoactivatable, photoconvertible, or 

photoswitchable (Figure 4; [70]). A photoactivatable fluorophore begins in a non-fluorescent “dark” 

state and can be switched to a fluorescent “bright” state using violet light (λ = 350–420 nm). A 
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representative photoactivatable FP is PAmCherry, which is initially non-emissive, but after activation 

with violet light (405 nm), this FP absorbs yellow-green light (excitation maximum: 564 nm) and 

emits red light (emission maximum: 595 nm [78]). A photoconvertible fluorophore has two fluorescent 

states and can convert from the shorter-wavelength state to the longer-wavelength state. For example, 

Dendra2 has a “green” state (excitation maximum: 491 nm, emission maximum: 507 nm) and a “red” 

state (excitation maximum: 554 nm, emission maximum: 573 nm) and switches from green to red with 

405-nm light [79]. A photoswitchable fluorophore, such as Dronpa, can reversibly change between a 

fluorescent state and a dark state. Dronpa in the bright state emits green light (emission maximum:  

518 nm) upon excitation by blue light (excitation maximum: 503 nm), but intense 488-nm light can 

switch this molecule to a dim state. 405-nm light reactivates the fluorescent state [80]. 

Figure 4. Categories of fluorescent proteins. mCherry is an example of a typical 

fluorescent emitter. PAmCherry is photoactivatable from off to on. Dendra2 is 

photoconvertible from green to red. Dronpa is reversibly photoswitchable from off to on. 
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Genetically encoding a FP tag allows highly specific labeling of the target, but this advantage must 

be weighed against the poor quantum yields (e.g., 0.22 QY for mCherry [73]), low photon yields  

(~105 photons emitted from GFP before photobleaching [81]) and large size (~25 kDa [82]) of these 

labels as compared to organic dyes, e.g., rhodamine 6G (0.95 QY, 106 photons, ~0.5 kDa [83]). 

Moreover, not all protein fusions are stable. For example, in V. cholerae bacteria expressing a fusion 

of the membrane-bound transcription activator protein TcpP to the photoconvertible FP Dendra2, we 

found that the TcpP-Dendra2 fusion had a higher rate of degradation than native TcpP, though this 

fusion protein was still able to activate toxT transcription. In this same organism, other FPs, such as 

mCherry and PAmCherry, formed fusions with TcpP that were much more stable and thus more 

suitable for live-cell imaging of TcpP dynamics (Figure 5). 

Figure 5. Fluorescent proteins in V. cholerae cells. Diffraction-limited fluorescence images 

of cells expressing (a) TcpP-Dendra2; (b) TcpP-mCherry and (c) TcpP-PAmCherry. 

Individual TcpP-Dendra2 molecules are not observed, and the cells in (a) are dimmer  

than those in (b) and (c). Bright foci are seen in the cells expressing TcpP-mCherry and 

TcpP-PAmCherry (b, c). Image acquisition times: 2–5 s; (d) TcpP-mCherry localizes to the 

cell membrane. Red: super-resolution image (based on 98 100-ms imaging frames) 

reconstructed from sequential localizations blurred to the 95% confidence intervals of each 

fit. This PALM image is plotted on top of a reverse-contrast bright field image of the cells 

(grey). Scale bars: 1 µm. 

 

The desirable properties of a label depend on the goals of the experiment. In our V. cholerae 

investigations, the FP mCherry blinked (i.e., switched from a bright state to a dark state) on the same 

timescale as our imaging (50 ms/frame), leading us to observe extremely short TcpP-mCherry 

trajectories, thus precluding quantitative measurements of the TcpP diffusion coefficient. On the  
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other hand, these fluctuations in mCherry fluorescence were advantageous for creating PALM  

super-resolution images of all TcpP positions. By observing blinking TcpP-mCherry under 561-nm 

excitation, we achieved single-molecule levels of fluorescence without photoactivation simply based 

on the intermittent mCherry fluorescence, and we demonstrated that the TcpP-mCherry fusion is 

localized to the cell membrane (Figure 5(d)). This blinking behavior may be an example of temporary 

quenching, sometimes termed “kindling,” which is attributed to a cis–trans isomerization of the 

chromophore [84]. Such blinking is known to occur in mCherry and a handful of other proteins, even 

at low excitation powers [71,84,85]. 

In our experience, the PAmCherry fluorescence was more consistent than mCherry fluorescence, 

and furthermore, PAmCherry emission could be controlled based on photo-activation with careful 

doses of 405-nm laser illumination. On the other hand, imaging PAmCherry requires a more 

complicated and expensive optical setup than mCherry experiments: a second (activation) laser  

(405 nm) must be coaligned with the imaging laser (561 nm; Figure 6). It has also been reported 

recently that only 4%–50% of PAmCherry molecules photoactivate into a fluorescent state [74,86]. 

Though this effect could not be measured in our experiments, we do not believe that inactive  

TcpP-PAmCherry affected our trajectory analysis, since we observe dozens of molecular trajectories 

per cell, and there should therefore be a sufficient number of activated molecules to represent the 

various modes of TcpP motion present. Certainly, however, inactivatable fluorophores could lead to 

underestimates in experiments designed to count molecules, and present additional challenges for 

satisfying the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem in high-resolution PALM experiments [87,88]. 

Figure 6. Single-molecule super-resolution imaging setup. 405- and 561-nm laser light is 

selected with excitation filters, circularly polarized with quarter waveplates, and controlled 

with a pair of shutters. The beams are coupled with a dichroic mirror. The laser beams are 

focused onto the back aperture of a high-NA microscope objective and the sample is 

excited by epi-illumination. Emitted fluorescence is filtered using an emission filter and a 

second dichroic. This emission is magnified with a beam expander if required and then 

detected on an EMCCD camera. 
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Another consideration when using FPs to label cellular components is the FP maturation time. 

Before a protein will fluoresce, it must fold properly and be oxidized to form the chromophore [8]. 

Typical maturation times are around 40 minutes, but depending on pH, temperature, and the specific 

FP, some may take multiple hours to mature [71,73,82]. Conversely, particularly fast-maturing 

proteins, such as the yellow FP Venus, take less than 10 minutes to mature [89]. For live-cell imaging 

in non-model systems, it is important to note that the chromophore formation step in GFP and DsRed 

derivatives requires the presence of oxygen, and therefore these traditional FPs are incompatible with 

obligate anaerobes. 

2.3. Small-Molecule Dyes 

Organic dye molecules have the advantage of being much brighter and more stable than fluorescent 

proteins and much smaller than biological molecules of interest [73,83]. The addition of a small dye 

molecule is unlikely to hinder protein diffusion, and with many more photons emitted before 

photobleaching from a dye than from a fluorescent protein, the position of an organic dye can be 

determined with better precision than a fluorescent protein [11]. However, small-molecule dyes are not 

genetically encodable and therefore must be incorporated into the cell in some other way. Not all dyes 

can permeate the membrane: rhodamine dyes can pass through many bacterial membranes, but only 

inefficiently, while sulfonated cyanine dyes are unable to cross into bacteria cells at all [70]. 

Endocytosis and microinjection, which are used to introduce dyes to eukaryotic cells, are not available 

for bacterial cells. Membrane permeabilization must be used instead, though certain permeabilization 

methods cause artifacts [90]. 

To label a specific protein with an organic dye, the protein must be engineered to incorporate a 

motif to which the dye molecule will bind to covalently, such as the FlAsH, HaloTag and SNAP-tag 

systems, among others [70,91–93]. In addition, since the free dye can bind nonspecifically elsewhere 

in the cell, most dye-labeling schemes are limited in their specificity, and all must be accompanied by 

washing steps to remove excess, unbound dye from the cell [70]. Very few organic dyes are 

photoactivatable [94], which also limits the ability to control the fluorescence. In fixed-cell imaging, 

reducing buffers can produce photoswitching, but most such buffers are cytotoxic [95,96]. 

For fixed-cell studies, fluorescently-tagged antibody labels [70] can target specific proteins. Such 

immunofluorescence imaging can complement live-cell studies; for example, to check the specificity 

of other labeling schemes [97]. However, antibodies are very bulky linkers, and, particularly when 

secondary antibodies are used, the fluorophore may be tens of nanometers away from the point of 

interest, adding to the uncertainty in the target position (Figure 3). Antibodies may also bind to 

multiple molecules, producing artificial clustering of the molecule of interest [70]. Despite these 

disadvantages, antibody labeling of bacterial surfaces or fixed cells can be a worthwhile complement 

to live-cell single-molecule microscopy, validating the localizations observed with other methods. 

Enzymatic dye labeling schemes have been used for single-molecule microscopy in eukaryotes [70], 

but applications of such schemes to proteins inside live bacteria are limited to date because it is hard to 

get dye into these cells [98,99]. Recent examples include single extracellular membrane proteins in the 

Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron gut symbiont using both enzymatic and antibody dye labeling [97]. We 

have also used dye molecules to label sugars in biological systems. For example, in investigating the 
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interaction between the B. thetaiotaomicron outer membrane starch utilization system (Sus) proteins 

and the carbohydrate amylopectin, which the Sus proteins capture and catabolize, amylopectin was 

labeled with AlexaFluor 488 and the SusG protein was fused to the Halo enzyme for labeling with a 

fluorescent HaloTag [97]. Antibody labels interfere with the starch–Sus protein interaction, so these 

small-molecule dyes were well-suited to these investigations. 

2.4. Other Labeling Schemes 

Several alternatives to fluorescent proteins and small-molecule dyes are being developed for  

single-molecule imaging in live bacteria. One exciting avenue is the incorporation of unnatural amino 

acids (UAAs [100]) into target proteins. Like fluorescent protein fusions, UAAs can be highly specific, 

genetically encodable handles. The desired UAA is encoded by a nonsense (“amber”) stop codon, 

which is recognized by an orthogonal tRNA–tRNA synthetase pair. Due to their small size, UAAs can 

be minimally perturbative, though the protein modification site must be selected to avoid truncation at 

the modification site [69,100]. 

The fluorescent coumarin amino acid (emission λmax = 464 nm [101]) has been used to label the 

chaperonin GroEL in E. coli FRAP studies [100]. Other fluorescent amino acids with a variety of 

fluorescent properties have also been synthesized [102]. An alternative strategy to using intrinsically 

fluorescent UAAs is to use UAAs to incorporate functional groups (e.g., ketones, azides or alkynes) 

into a protein, enabling specific, covalent attachment of organic dyes through bio-orthogonal  

reactions [69,103–106]. A live cell-compatible demonstration of the use of UAAs and click chemistry 

for single-molecule microscopy has recently been reported [107]; this may provide a promising 

alternative to fluorescent protein labeling. Click chemistry has also been used to achieve high-density 

labelling of cellular DNA and RNA for super-resolution imaging [107,108]. 

Quantum dots and nanoparticles have also been used for labeling proteins, though rarely in  

super-resolution studies [64,109]. Although only nanometers in size, they are quite large compared to 

the labels described above (Figure 1c [64,110]). Nanoparticles are also difficult to get into cells 

without endocytosis, so their use in bacteria is are generally restricted to studies of the outer membrane 

and cell surface [64,109,111]. Because diffusion is inversely related to particle size, these nanoscale 

labels may slow the dynamics of the molecules whose motions they report [64,65]. Still, the main 

advantage of quantum dots and nanoparticles is that they have much longer photobleaching lifetimes 

than fluorescent proteins or small-molecule dyes, allowing longer-term observations, though quantum 

dots are also known to blink [9,112]. 

3. Sample Considerations 

3.1. Achieving Single-Molecule Levels of Fluorescence 

Because single-molecule localization depends on detecting isolated emitters, most fitting algorithms 

can handle only one molecule per diffraction-limited area (~0.25 µm2) at a time [113]. Thus, if the 

fluorophore density is too high, individual molecules cannot be resolved. For bacteria like V. cholerae, 

which are about 2 µm long and 0.6 µm in diameter [37], this limit is about five fluorophores at a time 

per cell in ideal conditions. Data processing schemes, including multi-fluorophore fitting [113] and 
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successive frame subtraction (e.g., Single-Molecule High-Resolution Imaging with Photobleaching, or 

SHRImP [20]), have been developed to improve single-molecule detectability despite high labeling 

densities. Still, low fluorophore density is desirable, especially if one is interested in determining 

diffusion dynamics based on single-molecule tracking since as fluorophore density increases, the 

likelihood of intersecting molecular trajectories increases, introducing error into single-molecule 

tracking algorithms and thus producing less reliable diffusion coefficient calculations (Figure 7).  

Figure 7. Single-molecule tracking requires low fluorophore densities. If too many 

localizations occur in proximity to one another, the tracking algorithm may not be able to 

correctly assign molecular trajectories. 

 

For a genetically-encoded tag, there are several ways to control fluorescence density. In some cases, 

the protein of interest has a low native expression level [114]. The copy number of proteins ectopically 

expressed from inducible promoters can also be restricted [39,115]. For example, in our studies in  

V. cholerae of a ToxR-mCitrine protein fusion controlled by an isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside 

(IPTG)-inducible promoter, we have found that even in the absence of IPTG, promoter leakage gives 

rise to protein expression levels that are too high for single-molecule imaging, but glucose can repress 

expression enough to achieve single-molecule concentrations of this protein. Sometimes when too 

many fusion proteins are expressed in a single bacterial cell, partial bleaching of the sample can 

decrease the concentration of emissive fluorescent proteins to achieve single-molecule levels of 

fluorescence [32]. Still, the best control is attained when photoactivation, photoswitching, or 

photoconversion of fluorescent proteins permits detection of small subsets of these fluorophores at a 

given time [62]. 

In ΔtcpP V. cholerae, we expressed approximately 10–40 copies of TcpP-PAmCherry from an 

arabinose-inducible promoter by incubating these mutant cells in 0.10% arabinose in minimal media 

for 3 h at 30 °C. The photoactivatable PAmCherry was initially dark, and a 70-ms 0.006–0.2 µW/µm2 dose 

of 405-nm laser light rendered 1–4 PAmCherry molecules fluorescent per cell. As discussed above, 

this activation laser can be circumvented entirely in the case of blinking fluorescent proteins.  

For example, when we expressed 10–20 copies of TcpP-mCherry in ΔtcpP V. cholerae under the same 

conditions, the cells initially had too many fluorescing molecules for single-molecule imaging.  

After 2–3 minutes of photobleaching with 0.2–0.3 µW/µm2 561-nm laser illumination, only about 
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eight fluorescent mCherry molecules remained and the blinking dynamics of these probes during 

imaging permitted super-resolution imaging (Figure 5d). 

3.2. Minimizing Cell Stress 

Live cells pose additional challenges for single-molecule imaging because the integrity of the 

samples must be assured at all times. It is critical to prevent unnecessary stress to the cells. First, it is 

important to keep the cells in an appropriate extracellular environment: supplied with the necessary 

nutrients for continued growth and metabolic activity. The metabolic needs of each particular organism 

must be considered. In particular, to image live obligate anaerobes like B. thetaiotaomicron, we find it 

necessary to deaerate the buffer, adding reducing agents such as cysteine and sealing samples with 

epoxy before removal from the anaerobic growth chamber [116]. At the same time, motile cells  

must be immobilized to provide a stationary frame of reference for single-molecule imaging.  

Preparing 1%–2% agarose gel in cell media yields 100–200 nm pores [117], which provide sufficient 

surface roughness to immobilize cells deposited on these agarose pads during data capture while also 

maintaining a moist environment [62]. 

For V. cholerae experiments, we determined that 2% wt/vol agarose in M9 minimal medium was 

sufficient to immobilize bacteria for live-cell imaging. Minimal media are preferred because rich 

media, such as LB medium, can add background fluorescence and increase cellular autofluorescence 

(Figure 8), though we have found that single-molecule imaging of intracellular fluorescent proteins is 

still possible in V. cholerae grown in LB, and that indeed that the nutrient-rich TYG media is preferred 

for B. thetaiotaomicron because it reduces cell stress. For imaging experiments lasting longer than an 

hour, samples may be sealed with paraffin wax or epoxy to prevent desiccation of the agarose pad 

(Figure 9), though sample sealing reduces oxygen delivery and is therefore harmful for obligate aerobes.  

Figure 8. (a) Absorption spectra and (b) fluorescence emission spectra of LB rich media 

(blue) and M9 minimal media (green). The fluorescence emission spectrum was acquired 

with 405-nm excitation. Both LB and M9 have negligible fluorescence for 561-nm excitation. 
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Figure 9. Microscopy sample geometry. Top: unsealed sample on a microscope slide. 

Middle and Bottom: sample sealed with paraffin wax. Side views are oriented as in an 

inverted microscope setup (objective at bottom). 

 

In our experiments, 1 mL aliquots of V. cholerae culture in M9 were centrifuged for 30 s at 30,000× g, 

washed with 1 mL warm M9, and centrifuged again. The supernatant was removed, and the cell pellet 

was resuspended in a minimum volume (<150 µL) of residual supernatant. A 2 µL droplet of cells was 

placed on a prepared agarose pad (2% agarose gel in M9) and covered with a coverslip (Figure 9).  

A short (5–10 min) air-drying step before subsequent sealing ensures that samples are not too wet. 

Without this air drying step, we have found that V. cholerae cells remain mobile despite the agarose 

gel surface roughness. In particularly wet samples, we observed V. cholerae cells swimming rapidly in 

all directions or spinning in place, presumably when caught on the agarose surface. Alternatively, 

microfluidic devices may be used to hold cells in place and to keep them nourished during longer or 

more complex experiments [118,119], and algorithms for handling single-molecule imaging within 

moving cells are being developed [63]. 

The activation and excitation lasers used may also cause cell stress. Because cells absorb violet light 

strongly, when photoactivating fluorophores in live cells using UV or violet light (λ = 350–450 nm), 

one must minimize laser powers and exposure times to avoid damaging the cells. At high power 

densities, even visible radiation can generate reactive species that can damage or kill cells [118,120,121]. 

Wagner et al. found that 633-nm excitation at 400 J/cm2 was sufficient to impact colony formation of 

U373-MG glioblastoma cells [122]. Emission from the fluorescent proteins themselves has a much 

lower power than the laser irradiation and is therefore a negligible source of cell stress. In our 

experiments imaging proteins in V. cholerae, we used low laser doses for both the activation (405 nm; 

0.006–0.2 µW/µm2 for 50–100 ms) and the excitation (561 nm; 0.2–0.3 µW/µm2 for several minutes) 

of PA-mCherry fluorescence. One can also verify cell viability after microscopy with live/dead 
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staining, by watching for cell division on the microscope coverslip, or by culturing cells from the 

sample after the microscopy experiment [39]. 

3.3. Drift 

Even when the cells are stationary, the microscope stage may drift noticeably over time, either in 

plane or out of focus (i.e., laterally or axially). If the lateral drift is slow, it can be neglected for  

single-molecule tracking experiments, which measure relative positions (steps) between consecutive 

frames, but in super-resolution PALM or STORM experiments, where the positions of molecules are 

recorded over a longer time, correcting for stage drift is essential [123]. Fiducial markers on the 

sample, such as quantum dots or fluorescent beads, can be used in post-processing to register imaging 

frames onto a common frame of reference [3]. Though quantum dots are small and bright, their 

frequent blinking [112] can complicate the image alignment process. Fluorescent beads—polymer 

microspheres stained with small-molecule dyes—can also be used and are commercially available in 

several colors as well as in multicolor compilations (e.g., TetraSpeck microspheres from Life 

Technologies [3]). These beads are larger than quantum dots (>100 nm in diameter), but because their 

signals come from many fluorophores, they are unlikely to blink. Unfortunately, we have found that 

these fluorescent beads release dye molecules into their surroundings; these dyes will adsorb to the cell 

and agarose pad surfaces and might even be taken up by the cells. This has led to increased 

background fluorescence and false single-molecule detections. 

While lateral drift can be corrected in post-processing as described above, in typical two-dimensional 

single-molecule experiments, it is more difficult to compensate for focus drift. Stage drift of this type 

can be corrected manually, with fine focus or a piezoelectric objective positioner, or automatically,  

by using a piezo stage controlled by a feedback loop. Several labs have taken the automatic focus 

control one step farther to achieve three-dimensional tracking of nanoparticles and viruses in eukaryotic 

cells [124–126]. 

3.4. Sources of Background 

Controlling background fluorescence is important in single-molecule imaging because the 

individual fluorophores have small signals that are easily overwhelmed [67]. Significant 

autofluorescence due to flavins in the cell is excited by blue and green lasers [127]. Using red 

fluorophores with appropriate emission filters can reduce the observed background. Our preferred label 

for tracking single proteins in live V. cholerae is PAmCherry1 (absorption λmax = 564 nm, emission 

λmax = 595 nm); after photoactivation, we excite this fluorescent protein with a 561-nm laser and filter 

out scattered laser light by approximately twelve orders of magnitude with a combination of a 580-nm 

long-pass dichroic mirror and a 580-nm long-pass filter (Figure 6). 

Microscopy experiments were carried out at room temperature on an inverted wide-field 

epifluorescence microscope (Olympus IX71) using a 100× 1.40 NA oil immersion objective (Zeiss 

Immersol 518F immersion oil), a Semprex micrometer stage and a PIFOC piezo objective positioner. 

PAmCherry was photoactivated using a Coherent Cube 405-100 laser and imaged with a Coherent 

Cube 560-50 laser, coupled via a dichroic filter (Semrock Di01-R405). Both laser beams were 

circularly polarized (Tower Optical AO15Z ¼ 556, Tower Optical AO15Z ¼ 408), and the beams were 
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alternated with a connected pair of Uniblitz shutters. Appropriate excitation, emission and dichroic 

filters were used (Semrock LL01-407, Semrock LL01-561, Semrock BLP01-561, Semrock Di01-R561). 

Emission was collected on a Photometrics Evolve EMCCD camera with >90% quantum efficiency and 

pixels corresponding to 49 nm × 49 nm regions of the sample (Figure 6). 

Additionally, since some percentage of photoactivatable or photoconvertible fluorescent proteins 

will be activated by ambient light at room temperature, we have found a “pre-bleaching” step helps  

to decrease PAmCherry background: the sample is exposed to the excitation laser (for 2–3 min  

at 0.2–0.3 µW/µm2) to bleach pre-activated fluorophores, cellular autofluorescence, and other 

background sources before the first subset of fluorescent labels is intentionally photoactivated. 

3.5. Balancing Speed with Precision 

The precision of each single-molecule localization depends on the number of photons observed [11]. 

When wide-field single-molecule fluorescence data are recorded on an electron multiplying  

charge-coupled device (EMCCD) detector, the camera frame rate can be controlled from a few ms to 

several seconds per imaging frame. Lengthening the integration time (i.e., the image exposure time) 

will increase the duration of each observation and thus the detected photon count, but at a cost: over 

the course of a long imaging frame, the emission from moving molecules will be blurred over multiple 

detector pixels. Such blurring increasing the uncertainty in the position determination and obscures 

information about molecular dynamics. For example, a cytoplasmic protein (e.g., EYFP in the 

cytoplasm of E. coli: D ~ 7 µm2⁄s [38]) can diffuse the length of a V. cholerae cell in approximately 

100 ms, which is only twice the duration of our typical imaging frame. The emission from this labeled 

protein will be spread out over the whole cell (~500 pixels in our configuration) and thus be 

unresolvable. Increasing the excitation laser power can also increase the number of photons detected, 

but since the fluorophore photon yield is unchanged, the dye will bleach more rapidly under higher 

excitation powers, and so there is a trade-off between brightness and observable trajectory lengths. For 

single-molecule tracking experiments, higher laser powers severely curtail the information content of a 

tracking experiment [128]. 

We imaged TcpP-PAmCherry molecules in V. cholerae at three different integration times: 20 ms, 

50 ms, and 100 ms. In the 100-ms frames, foci were brighter, but fast motions were lost. At an 

integration time of 20 ms per frame, we could detect faster diffusion, but this short imaging time 

required higher laser powers to provide sufficient photons per imaging frame, and so the fluorophores 

bleached faster. In these studies of the inner-membrane-bound TcpP protein, we therefore found 50-ms 

frames to be the best compromise between temporal and spatial resolution. 

Stroboscopic illumination can give rise to very short effective image integration times and 

overcome the limited time resolution of EMCCD detectors (maximum frame rate ~100 Hz). Xie et al. 

adapted such high-speed photography tricks for single-molecule imaging to track the very rapid 

motions of soluble cytoplasmic proteins in E. coli [1,67]. By using very short (<0.5 ms) bursts of very 

intense (300 W/cm2) excitation light coupled with long acquisition times, these experiments achieved 

single-molecule tracking with sub-millisecond time resolution. This stroboscopic microscopy method 

was applied to the single-molecule detection of gene expression products that diffused too fast to be 

localized with conventional illumination. 
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4. Analysis Methods 

4.1. Localization 

Single-molecule microscopy images are analyzed to determine the position of each molecule with 

nanometer-scale precision. In each imaging frame, the diffraction-limited intensity distribution  

(point-spread function) is fit to a model function (typically a two-dimensional Gaussian function), and 

the dye position is given by the center of the fitting function. For stationary emitters, the localization 

uncertainty can be determined by fitting multiple successive images, while for mobile emitters, the 

localization uncertainty must be estimated from a single image, for example from the 95% confidence 

interval of the fit [62]. These position data can then be used to construct super-resolution maps of the 

fluorescently labeled molecules, to form single-molecule trajectories, and to calculate dynamic 

information such as instantaneous velocities and the diffusion coefficient. 

4.2. Single-Particle Tracking 

The common metric of Brownian motion is the diffusion coefficient, D [129]. To determine D for a 

particular molecule, individual localizations are connected from frame to frame to form single-molecule 

trajectories (Figure 10a). The simplest method is a nearest-neighbor connection: two molecules located 

nearest to each other in consecutive frames are connected to form a trajectory. A maximum step size 

threshold may be used to prevent unphysical connections (Figure 10b). Unfortunately, it is difficult to 

choose an appropriate threshold that avoids nonsensical connections while allowing occasional large 

motions. Additionally, if the fluorophore density is too high, trajectories may cross, making track 

assignment untrustworthy (Figure 7). The main disadvantage of tracking single molecules in live 

bacteria cells is that the data content is limited since the trajectories are finite: tracks terminate abruptly 

upon fluorophore blinking and photobleaching.  

We chose our threshold of 300 nm per 50-ms frame (that is, consecutive localizations more  

than 300 nm apart were considered to be distinct molecules) for tracks of TcpP-PAmCherry in  

V. cholerae by running the tracking algorithm without a step size limit in place and then examining the 

histogram of step sizes. Most steps were smaller than 150 nm, though the distribution tail reached  

to ~300 nm. We then ran the tracking algorithm a second time with the 300-nm threshold in place to 

filter out nonsensical connections, such as when a putative track was formed between different 

molecules at opposite ends of the cell [46]. 

A number of algorithms have been developed to handle merging, splitting and crossing tracks, as 

well as blinking [130–132]. Global fitting schemes have also been used, in which the most likely 

connections are found for all localizations simultaneously, rather than sequentially [130]. For our 

studies of TcpP diffusion in V. cholerae, we used the simplest nearest-neighbor algorithm and relied on 

low fluorophore concentrations to prevent tracks from crossing. We did not allow blinking in 

trajectories because we could not be confident that the putative steps taken during blinking frames 

connected the same molecule. For single-frame steps, our step size threshold was 300 nm, 

approximately the cell radius; if a single dark frame is allowed for blinking molecules, this two-frame 

step size limit (600 nm) is a large fraction of the cell length. 
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Figure 10. (a) Time-lapse images of diffusing TcpP-PAmCherry molecules in live  

V. cholerae cells. The arrowhead highlights one molecule, which turns on in the fourth 

panel and moves inside the cell. Each panel is 50 ms. Scale bar: 1 µm; (b) Implementing a 

step size threshold (dashed line). Top: The black molecule cannot be connected to either 

molecular position in the next frame because they are both beyond the maximum step size. 

Bottom: If more than one localization is within the threshold, the nearest is chosen. 

 

Alternatively, one can skip particle tracking altogether and use correlation analysis over time to 

extract diffusion coefficients. Two such methods are Particle Image Correlation Spectroscopy (PICS) 

and Spatio-Temporal Image Correlation Spectroscopy (STICS) [133–135]. The former measures 

diffusion coefficients based on correlation of sequential particle localization maps, while the latter 

forgoes single-molecule localization and determines diffusion coefficients by correlating the raw data 

of the imaging frames themselves. These two methods are sensitive for even fast-moving dyes or high 

fluorophore concentrations, though neither provides a map of single-molecule trajectories, which may 

be useful for determining the spatial dependence of molecular motion. 

4.3. Mean Squared Displacement Analysis 

Whether successive localizations are connected as tracks or motion is discerned from correlation, 

translating molecular displacements into a diffusion coefficient requires a model. There are several 

models for diffusion; the simplest is Brownian motion, in which the diffusion coefficient of a moving 

molecule is proportional to the slope of its mean squared displacement (MSD, 〈 〉) curve, plotted as a 

function of time-lag, τ: 〈 〉 2  (1)

where n is the number of dimensions and D is the diffusion coefficient [136]. Other models exist for 

anomalous, directed and confined motions [129]. Though it is tempting to categorize diffusive behavior 

based on the shape of single-trajectory MSD curves, it is important to remember that the stochastic 
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nature of Brownian diffusion can make molecular motion appear confined or anomalous when it is in 

fact not, particularly for tracks of finite length [137]. 

Short trajectories, which are very common in live-cell microscopy, can be very noisy [129]. For 

MSD analysis, only points in the first 50%–60% of time-lags are plotted because MSD values at larger 

values are averages drawn from few points and therefore have large errors [129,138]. This commonly 

used threshold is somewhat arbitrary [139], however. A statistically rigorous method for determining 

the optimum number of points to use when fitting MSD curves has been proposed instead [139]. Based 

on this method and our minimum trajectory length threshold of 10 frames, we calculate diffusion 

coefficients for fluorescent proteins in live cells using the first four points of each MSD curve. 

The major drawback of single-molecule mean squared displacement analysis is that it assumes each 

of the individual molecules exhibits homogeneous motion. For trajectories in which molecules change 

behavior, e.g., a protein slows down as it binds its target—simply extracting D from the slope of the 

MSD curves assigns diffusive roles that reflect some average behavior. Indeed, the MSD curve of a 

molecule that diffuses rapidly at first and then slows down is nearly indistinguishable from the average 

of the MSD curves of two molecules: one which diffuses rapidly and the second which has slow 

diffusion (Figure 11). 

Figure 11. MSD averaging effect. (a) Three simulated trajectories for molecules exhibiting 

fast diffusion (red) and slow diffusion (blue), and a combination of the two (yellow), 

respectively; (b) MSD curves for the three trajectories in (a), as well as the curve for the 

mean (purple) of the fast and slow MSDs.  

 

4.4. Cumulative Probability Distribution Analysis 

An analytical tool that considers all steps independently of the trajectories they come from can 

include models for heterogeneous motion and overcome the limitations of MSD analysis described 

above. One such method is to use the cumulative probability distribution (CPD) of the step sizes. For 

two-dimensional motion, this CPD describes the probability of a molecule staying within an area 

defined by a radius, r, given the localization accuracy, σ, during a given time-lag, τ [140]. Analyzing 

the step size CPD by fitting it to a multi-component model (Equation (2)) provides a framework for 
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considering heterogeneous mixtures of molecular populations [4]. This model allows for multiple 

populations of molecules, each with a different diffusion coefficient, by including one exponential 

term per population of molecules: , 1 exp 〈 〉 4 exp 〈 〉 4 ⋯ (2)

Fitting the step size CPD to this model gives the fraction of molecules in each population (α, β, etc., 

where ⋯ 1), as well as the MSD for each population at each time-lag (〈 〉, 〈 〉, 
etc.). The MSD values are then plotted as in single-molecule MSD analysis, and the diffusion 

coefficient for each population is calculated from the slopes of these curves, as described above 

(Equation (1)). For both single-molecule MSD and CPD analysis of TcpP diffusion in V. cholerae, we 

included only trajectories with at least 10 frames, removing very noisy datasets from consideration. 

Figure 12. CPD curves and alternative models for TcpP-PAmCherry diffusion. 

Experimental data are shown in red and best fits for each of the given models are shown in 

blue. Curves for the first four time lags (50–200 ms) are plotted left to right. Residuals are 

shown in green. (a–c) Models with fewer than three terms did not describe the data well; 

(d) A model with two mobile terms and one immobile term described the CPD data best. 

Figure from reference [46]. 

 

In our studies of TcpP-PAmCherry diffusion in V. cholerae, we found a three-term model described 

the data the best, with one “fast” population, one “slow” population, and one population of molecules 

that were immobile (〈 〉 0 µm2⁄s) within our resolution (σ = 30 nm). Simpler models, with only 
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one or two terms, did not describe the data well (Figure 12). Unfortunately, though the CPD analysis 

could reveal the system heterogeneity, this stepwise analysis does not permit individual proteins to be 

classified into a specific population. The best-fit model allowed us to determine that, at any given time, 

22% of TcpP-PAmCherry molecules in a ΔtcpP TcpP-PAmCherry strain are in the immobile 

population, but the aggregation of all trajectory data prevents us from determining which specific 

molecules are immobilized, or to which trajectories they belong. On the other hand, single-molecule 

MSD analysis could not give us such clear information about the population heterogeneity. 

4.5. Curvature Challenges 

Bacteria are small enough (typically 0.5–1 µm in diameter [36]) to fit entirely within the focal depth 

of even a high-NA light microscope (0.703 µm [141]). However, though bacteria are thin, they are not 

two-dimensional; the actual locations and motions of molecules inside a bacterium may appear 

distorted in two-dimensional images. For example, a fluorescent molecule moving perpendicular to the 

focal plane through the cytoplasm will appear stationary. Even the two-dimensional motion of a 

membrane-bound protein is distorted when projected onto the imaging plane (Figure 13a). Motion 

parallel to the short axis of the cell, especially near the edge, appears slower than movement along the 

long axis of the cell, leading to an underestimation of the speed—and a concomitant underestimation 

of the diffusion coefficient—of the protein [4,39]. 

Figure 13. Effect of cell curvature on membrane-bound trajectories. (a) The purple and 

green paths are the same length on the surface of the cell, but the green path appears 

shorter than the purple path when projected onto the imaging plane (represented by the 

blue surface) due to the curvature of the cell membrane; (b) 200 two-dimensional random 

walks on the surface of a cylinder; (c) A projection of the walks in (b) onto a simulated 

two-dimensional detector shows a large degree of distortion at the edges of the projection 

due to the curved nature of the cell membrane. Figure from reference [46]. 

 

To examine the effect of membrane curvature on our membrane protein tracking results, we 

modeled a random walk on the upper surface of a cylinder with the same dimensions as V. cholerae 

(i.e., 600 nm diameter and 2 µm length). In our model, the molecule moved randomly on a  
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three-dimensional cylindrical surface; this trajectory was then projected onto a second two-dimensional 

surface to simulate detection by the EMCCD (Figure 13b,c). In this way, we compared random motion 

in real space to the detected motion on a plane. The two-dimensional projection clearly shows 

distortion due to the curvature of the membrane (Figure 13c). To quantify this distortion, we simulated 

200 molecules taking steps chosen from a distribution corresponding to a diffusion coefficient of  

0.066 µm2/s. The best-fit CPD model for the projection of the walk had two terms: a large (~95%) 

mobile population (with an apparent diffusion coefficient of 0.057 µm2/s) and a small (4%–6%) 

immobile population. The immobile population is entirely attributable to curvature artifacts, while the 

calculated fast diffusion coefficient demonstrates that the curvature leads to an underestimation of the 

true diffusion. In our experimental data for TcpP-PAmCherry diffusion in V. cholerae, an immobile 

population was present in three cell strains, but it was significantly larger (10%–20%) than could be 

attributed to the curvature artifact alone. We concluded that there does in fact exist a nontrivial 

population of TcpP molecules that are immobile within our 30-nm resolution. 

There are several ways to account for the effects of imaging inherently three-dimensional motion on 

a two-dimensional plane. For example, one can explicitly take the shape of the cell into account and 

use simulations to find a conversion factor back to the actual diffusion coefficient [39]. Alternatively, 

one can manipulate the point-spread function to obtain information about the position of the molecule 

in the z axis (i.e., perpendicular to the imaging plane). In astigmatic imaging, a cylindrical lens is 

inserted into the emitted light path, distorting the symmetric point spread function (PSF) of  

dipole emission into an elliptical point-spread function (PSF) whose aspect ratio depends on the  

z position [142,143]. Another example of emission-beam engineering is the creation of a double-helix 

PSF. By manipulating the emission beam in Fourier space, the standard PSF is transformed into two 

diffraction-limited spots, and the angle of the two points changes as a function of z-position [144,145]. 

Additional approaches to three-dimensional imaging are reviewed in reference [146]. 

5. Conclusions 

There are many obstacles to consider when designing a single-molecule fluorescence experiment in 

live cells, including fluorophore choice, labeling scheme, cell viability, sample drift, and membrane 

curvature, but these are not insurmountable. Indeed, several groups have used super-resolution localization 

microscopy and single-molecule tracking to study structure, dynamics and molecular-scale interactions 

in live bacteria, yielding new insight into the structural proteins FtsZ and MreB in C. crescentus and  

E. coli [115,143,147], gene transcription and transcription-factor DNA looping in E. coli [67,68,148], 

nucleoid-associated proteins in both C. crescentus and E. coli [44,149], and facilitated diffusion of the 

lac repressor in E. coli [150]. We have extended these methods beyond model systems to examine the 

starch utilization system in B. thetaiotaomicron [97] and the pathogenic pathway in live V. cholerae [46]. 

As single-molecule techniques become more accessible to non-experts, we expect these real-time 

super-resolution methods to be applied to a greater diversity of systems and to reveal new insights 

about life at the molecular scale. 
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